Dear readers,

We present you with WONDERFLUX: a decade of e-flux journal. Once per week, from November until the end of our tenth year on earth, a new illustrated contribution will appear online and in your inbox. Eventually we’ll exhibit and print these seven pieces together in graphic novel format.

In November 2008, the editorial for issue #00 said:

Historically, more than any single institution, art publications have been primary sites for discourse surrounding the artistic field. And yet most recently, the discourse has seemingly moved elsewhere – away from the formal vocabulary used to explain art production, away from traditional art capitals, and away from the printed page. At times, new discursive practices even replace traditional forms of art production. Given the current climate of disciplinary reconfiguration and geographic dispersal, it has become apparent that the urgent task has now become to engage the new intellectual territories in a way that can revitalize the critical vocabulary of contemporary art. We see a fresh approach to the function of an art journal to be perhaps the most productive way of doing this.

With this first, inaugural issue of e-flux journal, we begin something of an experiment in developing both a discursive space and a site for actual art production, in which writers, artists, and thinkers are invited to write on topics of their choosing.

Reading this again ten years on makes us feel grateful for all the brilliant contributors and readers who have shaped the journal over the years. e-flux journal #95 marks a full decade into this strange experiment in contemporary art publishing.

For our tenth birthday, a small group of longtime contributors have written short texts, which artists have illustrated and set to graphic format. Since 2008, the authors included here have continued to shape varied concerns and urgencies into certain consistencies and overarching emergent issues.

We hope you’ll enjoy issue #95: WONDERFLUX.

Stay tuned for events we’re organizing in 2019 to
mark the start of the next decade of e-flux
journal.

And tomorrow, it’s onto the illustrated
adventures of WONDERFLUX, with contributions
from:

Andrew Alexander
Franco “Bifo” Berardi
Freddy Carrasco
Keller Easterling
Hu Fang
Liam Gillick
Clara Johansson
Reza Negarestani
Elizabeth A. Povinelli
Raqs Media Collective
Keith Tilford
Mojo Wang
Meijia Xu

Cover artwork and guest art editor: Tyler Boss

Love,
The Editors
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